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I n d i a  c e l e b r a t e s  
C h i l d r e n ' s  D a y  o n  
November 14th, the birth 
anniversary of Pandit 
Nehru who was so 
popular among children 
that they used to fondly 

call him 'Chacha'. It is very surprising that 
no other country in the world has such a 
day for children. Udgam School prides 
itself in being a child centric school. This 
is the simple reason why it is suffixed by the 
words “for Children”. This is a continuous 
reminder that the school stands for 
children and not for anything else. 

Years ago, when I was a student of Udgam 
School for Children, my friends from other 
schools frequently asked me the relevance 
of adding the suffix 'for Children' as aren't 
all schools meant to be attended by 
children? They believed that adding this 
suffix was redundant. Even the alumni I 
meet now have the same suggestion that I 
should remove the “for children” tag from 
the school's name. Isn't it obvious then why 
add this unnecessary tag?

As a student I did not have a suitable 
response to the question. Frankly 
speaking even I puzzled over it. But today, 
after spending 10 years in managing the 
school I have found the answer. Today I can 
say - Hold on! It's not at all irrelevant or 
redundant. The answer is very obvious. It 
IS a school for children! How many schools 
can actually make this claim?! 

Having a child centric school is very 
important as there are a lot of priorities 
that come between running a school and 

From the Executive Director - Mr. Manan Choksi

educating the child. While the aim of the 
school is educating the child and 
building a future citizen, the suggestions 
are given by parents and they are 
implemented by teachers. In fact in 
Udgam, children play a vital role in teacher 
selection and evaluation too. 

So whenever we get conflicting opinions 
we focus on a simple question “what is 
good for the child?” and take a decision in 
the best interest of the children. It is 
definitely a school not only for the children 
but also of the children and by the children 
(since it is run by an Udgam alumni – me!).

Hence I decided to retain our name in full, 
Udgam School for Children.
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Mrs. Noopur Desai, 
Vice Principal - Middle School

“The greatest gifts you can give your children are 
the roots of responsibility and the wings of 
independence.” Denis Waitley

What do we mean by responsibility? Dictionary defines 
responsibility as:  'the state or fact of being accountable or to 
blame for something'. I will put it in simple terms; 
responsibility is to RESPOND with ABILITY. We all know 
irresponsible people. Those are the people we don't call when 
something important needs to be done. We don't want them as 
our spouses, friends or business partners, either. 
Irresponsible people are hard to trust.

In order to let our children grow up as fully functioning adults 
and have successful relationships and careers, we need to 
teach them responsibility. How do we do this? Parents are 
often clueless on how to inculcate the value of responsibility 
among their children. It is important to teach lessons of 
responsibility right from an early age. Children need to have 
some duties within the family or they will not learn to accept 
responsibility.

In unstructured home environments, or in families that are 
very permissive and where little is expected of children, 
youngsters are losing out on some valuable learning 
experiences, and their development of a sense of 
responsibility and initiative may not happen until later in life, if 
ever. As a result, whenever demands are placed upon these 
children by society, in terms of relationships, education, jobs 
or simply being a responsible citizen, they appear to 
procrastinate or dawdle, never having learned to get started 
meeting their responsibilities and completing them.

How to Help Your Child to learn to be responsible?
1)   Start with simple and small chores.

2)  Understand your child's style and decide his or her 
 responsibilities. Initially there might be loads of  

      enthusiasm and after a particular time, they might drift 
      away in the middle of chores. 

3)  Be a role model. Parents are the immediate source of 
      inspiration for children.
      Ask yourself these questions: 

a) Do I procrastinate, or do I prefer to do things right away? 
b) Am I on time for meetings/appointments/carpool, or am I 
usually late? 

      c) Do I keep my word, or do I promise things and not come 
      through? d) When I have a job or project to do, do I give it my    
      all, or am I satisfied with a mediocre effort?

4)   An important part of teaching chores to your children is to 
 be Partners in Learning. Do the chores with them until 

     they understand how you want the chores to be done. Once 
they have learned, follow up by making sure that they don't   

      start slacking off. They'll need your constant supervision  
      for a long time - even though they may think they don't need 

it.

5)  Do not burden them with too many responsibilities. For eg.    
      taking care of siblings for long hours, rigorous schedule of    
      after school activities, etc.

6)  Don't be too demanding and try to find a problem in 
      everything your child does.

7)  Avoid giving any kind of material rewards in terms of money   
      or gadgets. Your kids need to know that all family members 
      must work together as a family; therefore, everyone is 
      expected to help with chores.

8)  Don't solve your child's problem every time. For eg. If your 
      child has forgotten to carry the project to school, don't rush 
      to the school with the project. Let the child bear the 
      consequences. 

9)  There should be no gender bias.

Life is not meant to enjoy only rights but is also a bill of 
responsibilities. If children grow up without a sense of 
responsibility, they might be unable to fulfill the countless 
obligations towards society; they are liable to become 
depressed and withdrawn. On the other hand, if children are 
taught to welcome responsibility, they can approach life with 
they can approach life with an energetic eagerness to grow 
and accomplish.

ROOTS OF RESPONSIBILITY
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EACH CHILD IS DIFFERENT

Ms. Shivani Joshi
Special Educator

As parents, we are constantly comparing our children to others. 

While this can be a source of great pride, it can also become a source 

of worry that something is wrong with our children or that we are 

doing something wrong as parents.

Every child is different. Children develop differently, have different 

personalities, possess different strengths and require different 

kinds of support to meet their individual needs. 

NEVER COMPARE CHILDREN

Ms. Pratima Patel, 
Director, Primary School

The wrong way
I wonder if my little one is slow. He 
is so quiet. He hardly moves 
although he is 15 months old. He 
can barely walk. I do hope there is 
nothing wrong with him and he 
doesn't turn out to be abnormal. 
Look at my friend's baby. He is not 
even 12 months old and he is 
already walking. And he is so alert 
and active. I am quite worried about my little one. 

The right way 
My little one is a sweet little fellow. 
He is very quiet and different from 
the other children. He is developing 
slowly. But so what? He will take 
his own time. He understands me 
in his own way. He responds to my 
dictions. I am certainly very happy 
with my little one.

Yes, dear parents, love and enjoy your children as they are, not 
as you want them to be. Don't worry about what a friend's child 
can do and yours cannot. Maybe a time will come when some 
of the things your little one does will worry your friends. But 
never compare children because it is the worst thing you can 
do. 
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All children develop at their own pace and in their own way

Children grow and develop at different rates. While their 

developmental pathways may differ, most pass a set of predictable 

milestones along the way. It is normal for children to experience 

developmental spurts and slow spots in different areas of their 

development over time. If your child is a little ahead or a little behind 

at a certain age - this is normal. Most of the time, given the right 

nurturing and stimulation, all children will catch up in the end. 

All children have different strengths and weakness. Some are good 

at sport, others at music. Some are academically sound and others 

not. Some are highly anxious and others are more relaxed. 

Feeling confident that you are on the right track

Many parents are feeling under increasing pressure to 'get their 

parenting right'. Others feel under increasing pressure to do well in 

raising their children who in turn are expected to  succeed in school, 

recreation and employment. 

Many parents feel that parenting doesn't come naturally to them

Parents often lack confidence to know they are parenting in a way 

that best meets their individual child's needs. Many parents feel 

judged by others about their parenting approach. These experiences 

can leave parents feeling alone and isolated. Many feel that no other 

parent is going through similar experiences. These are all common 

feelings and experiences. 

You are not alone

The task of parenting is a constantly changing one as the growing 

needs and abilities of our children change over time. There is no 

'one-size fits all' way to parent. What works for one child may not 

work for another. What worked when children were two years old 

may not work when they are four.

Adaptability and flexibility are key ingredients to parenting.

It is normal to lack confidence in your parenting at some time. Share 

your experiences with other parents, friends and family. You will find 

you are not alone. Sharing common experiences can reassure you 

that you are 'on the right track' and give you improved confidence.

Trust that you know your child better than anyone else.

Finally, avoid comparing your child to others.

WORDS OF VALUE
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Also canteen and chess room were used to attract children 
towards reading book. The idea that changing location, and 
reading books at places like yoga room, chess room & 
canteen helps in changing in perception of children towards 
reading, was experimented and it worked wonders.  

The enriching week culminated with the Book Fair. The 
children were introduced to the pool of books and they 
selected as per their taste. 

Children of Preprimary section were taken to visit Madhuban 
farm and it left children astonished as they felt the birds and 
animals they see in books have come alive in the farm. It was a 
completely fun-filled and knowledgeable experience for 
them. 

Purple day was held wherein they learnt about color purple in 
the things around them. They wore and ate purple colored 
clothes and food.

Mrs. Deepa Hemnani 
 Academic Coordinator

The school reopened after a fortnight and all the 
students were warmly welcomed to the 
premises. The school bore a deserted look 

without students; it seemed the birds have come back to their 
nests and the life has restarted after a pause.
The children were refreshed and rejuvenated and were back 
with great enthusiasm and zest to school to continue with 
their studies, activities and fun with friends. 
With winter onset the vegetable carts are full of green 
vegetables which are extremely healthy for one's body. To 
encourage students to include green salads and fruits in their 
daily diet class 1 students brought salads and fruits in lunch 
wherein they also described their food with nutritious value. 

Career Guides
At the growing age of Class 9 & 10 along with preparing for 
Board exams, children also need to decide upon the streams 
they are going to choose after boards. To guide and provide 
them handy knowledge about future career options 'career 
counseling sessions' were conducted in school for students of 
class 9 & 10. The impact was great, the clouds of confusion 
related to career choice were cleared and students were 
satisfied.

Reading Week
“Books are our best friends' this is now considered as just a 
saying, we hardly find people around reading books. With the 
advent of technology, the interest for reading 'books' has 
declined. The problem of not reading books is seen among the 
young generation, they like to read notifications and status 
updated by their friend on social networking site but they don't 
like to read books of great authors.  

In order to make reading a fun activity 'Reading week' was 
held from 25th to 29th November 2013, wherein several 
activities were conducted in order to inculcate and nourish the 
habit of reading books among children. 

Interesting activities like word ladder with the names of 
writers, tambola with the names of writers, one minute game 
with new stories etc. were held in school.

HUSTLE BUSTLE OF ACTIVITIES
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How and where does reading help?
Ÿ  Improves concentration

Ÿ  Helps explore new arenas

Ÿ  Builds vocabulary

Ÿ  Improves power to imagine/visualise

Ÿ  Helps develop empathy

Ÿ  Provides entertainment

Ÿ  Relaxes your body and soul

Ÿ  Gives a scope of self improvement

Ÿ  Improves understanding/ comprehension

Ÿ  Helps you keep up to date with the world

Ÿ  Instills peace inside 

Ÿ  Helps kill boredom

 'Today a reader, tomorrow a leader'- Margaret Fuller

Most important, reading can not only 

help you become a better student, 

but evolve as a better human being.  

You can learn from the wisest people 

whenever and wherever you choose.

Reading habit should be inculcated 

at a very early stage but it is never too 

late to start. Reading provides a 

pleasure that is out of this world. It 

gives wings to your imagination, 

shapes your perception, helps you 

think in a different or say better way. 

One should be very thoughtful and 

careful while selecting a piece or a 

book to read. There should be a 

willingness to learn from everything 

you read but you should not be 

carried by the writer's opinion. One 

should be able to scrutinize properly and only if satiated should 

accept it. Reading will make you a better thinker and a better person.

Be as careful of the books you read, as of the company you keep; for 

your habits and character will be as much influenced by the former as 

the latter.” - Paxton Hood

In the age of technology, where information is available at the click of 

a button, the joy of reading and learning from a book is still an 

incomparable experience. You might find the information or say 

summary of a book on search engines but they won't long last with 

you. They will fade as the time will pass. But if you read from a book, 

the memories will be everlasting and moreover, the pace of learning 

and acquiring can be all yours.

So, gear up. Select a good book, a cosy but lighted corner and enjoy 

the everlasting pleasure.

MY MOTHER- MY WORLD!

Mrs. Arathi Kellogg 
Teacher

My first cry in the world made her cry,

My first smile made her smile.

My first broken steps gave her the strength to run,

My first words made her full with words.

My actions are her world,

More precious to her than gold.

My arguments, my explanations and stories are a must for her,

No matter how tired or pained is life for her!

Her live revolves around me.

Even before herself; the one she cares is – me!

I think of myself in every blink

How much do I remember her – I often think!

She is a compromiser and fighter

Capable of making every situation lighter!

My tears, my smiles, my pains, my aches is all she cares for

I sit here today and ask myself when did I last make her smile?!

Every support I ask for, makes her smile.

She feels wanted by me.

My love, my care, my fights, my respect, my kiss

With tears behind her eyes just makes her smile!

I promise myself every morning hence-

Make her feel wanted

Gift a smile to her

A smile so beautiful....

My mother; my world.

My smile; her smile!
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Reading is Fundamental

Mrs. Pooja Hooda
Teacher

Reading is fundamental. It is crucial to be an avid 

reader to climb and hold on the ladder to success. Reading 

ameliorates your brainpower, provides a window into the world 

around you and helps you excel in all spheres. Reading expands your 

horizon and helps you become a visionary. It is also an indispensable 

skill that can help us to find a good job because we cannot ignore the 

fact that some well paying jobs require reading as part of job 

performance.
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WHY YOU SHOULD MAKE YOUR CHILD 

PLAY CHESS?

Mr. Manthan Choksi
Chess Instructor

Chess is a classic game of strategy, invented more than 1500 years 

ago in India. Legend has it that the ruler of India asked his wise men 

to devise a way to teach the children of the royal family to become 

better thinkers and better generals on the battlefield. Chess was the 

result.

In the centuries since its invention, chess has spread to every 

country in the world. While countless other games have died out, 

chess lives on. 

1) Academic Benefits
We have brought chess to the schools because we believe it directly 

contributes to academic performance. Chess makes kids smarter. It 

does so by teaching the following skills:

Focusing - Children are taught the benefits of observing carefully 

and concentrating. If they don't watch what is happening, they can't 

respond to it, no matter how smart they are.

Visualizing - Children are prompted to imagine a sequence of 

actions before it happens. We actually strengthen the ability to 

visualize by training them to shift the pieces in their mind, first one, 

then several moves ahead.

Thinking Ahead - Children are taught to think first, then act. We 

teach them to ask themselves "If I do this, what might happen then, 

and how can I respond?" 

Weighing Options - Children are taught that they don't have to do 

the first thing that pops to their mind. They learn to identify 

alternatives and consider the pros and cons of various actions.

Analyzing Concretely - Children learn to evaluate the results of 

specific actions and sequences. Does this sequence help me or hurt 

me? Decisions are better when guided by logic, rather than impulse.

Thinking Abstractly - Children are taught to step back periodically 

from details and consider the bigger picture. They also learn to take 

patterns used in one context and of the need to re-evaluate their 

plans as new developments change the situation.

Juggling Multiple Considerations Simultaneously - Children are 

encouraged not to become overly absorbed in any one 

consideration, but to try to weigh various factors all at once.
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2) Educational Research
These conclusions have been backed by educational research. 

Studies have been conducted in various locations around the United 

States and Canada, showing that chess results in increased scores 

on standardized tests for both reading and math. 

A study on a large scale chess program in New York City, which 

involved more than 100 schools and 3,000 children, showed higher 

classroom grades in both English and Math for children involved in 

chess. 

Studies in Houston, Texas and Bradford, Pennsylvania showed 

chess leads to higher scores on the Watson Glaser Critical Thinking 

Appraisal and the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.

3) Social Benefits
In the schools, chess often serves as a bridge, bringing together 

children of different ages, races and genders in an activity they can 

all enjoy. Chess helps build individual friendships and also school 

spirit when children compete together as teams against other 

schools. 

Chess also teaches children about sportsmanship - how to win 

graciously and not give up when encountering defeat. For children 

with adjustment issues, there are many examples where chess has 

led to increased motivation, improved behaviour, better self-image, 

and even improved attendance. 

Chess provides a positive social outlet, a wholesome recreational 

activity that can be easily learned and enjoyed at any age.
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Seize common occasions and make them great.



TOGETHER WE ENJOY, ALONE WE ARE 

STUCK

Jesleen Ahuja
7 E

It was like any other day when we woke up on Sunday morning. I was 

yet to step out of my cosy bed when my mom walked into my room 

with a cup of milk. The sun was not that bright and I could feel the 

breeze as my mom opened the curtains. She hugged and kissed me. 

This was a usual day for me and my brother until we witnessed a 

reality that changed our outlook.

It all started as were having our breakfast together on the table that 

was laid by my mother. She was performing the duties of the cook 

who had ditched us on a Sunday. We chatted with each other, 

enjoying every bite of hot and yummy parathas cooked by my mom. 

She kept serving the three of us. As we relished each bite and our 

stomachs got full, we got up and went back to our rooms, hardly 

caring about the fact that mom had not eaten even a morsel. 

Around 11 o' clock I went to the kitchen to have some cookies and my 

mom was still there cleaning up. Suddenly I was struck by a blinding 

thought! This lady who woke up much before us to complete the 

entire household work and unconditionally cooked meals for us, 

was yet to have her breakfast! Of course, this had been going on for 

years but the thought in its enormity came to me then.

I quietly went back to where my father and my brother were sitting 

and discussed this with them. Even they had not thought of this 

before but my concern was reflected by them too. I shared my 

thoughts with them. We all should play a role in doing household 

work. The least would be to pick up plates, make our beds and help 

mom to wind things up so that she could sit and have breakfast with 

her family on time. Both supported me and from that day on in my 

house we all help to do the housework and work as a family helping 

each other.

Friends, we do not give a thought to what our parents do for us. Once 

we realise it, we can spend some lovely time with our family and 

cherish these memories for ages to come. So, let us as children take 

it upon us to care more for our responsibilities as much as we care 

for our freedom.

METAMORPHOSIS

Ujash Patel
11 A

A child is born empty handed,

But welcomed with a doll and cradle,

And affection of his parents;

Who attended him at all his calls.

When he cries and sobs,

But unable to tell,

Just a sign is enough;

For his mother to keep him well.

There's no language he tries,

No plane, doll or cart,

His mother ascertains his feelings,

From the bonding of her heart.

But when he grows up;

With friends and others,

He forgets all in no time;

The devoutness of his mother.

He says, he's 'matured',

Than his own loving Mom.

“You don't understand!”he cries.

To the one who gave him birth.

And the one who 'understood' him,

Even when he wore no clothes.

She is the one who has transmuted;

Him from a bud to flower,

But circumstances coerce him forgetting;

His mother and the feeling of 'our'.

He is more evil than a demon,

Who ignores the one who gave him life.

But for mother child is always the same, 

Best owing affection even on tip of knife.

So, my treasured, keep it in mind,

Adore your mother till the last breath of life,

Because she is the best gift for mankind, 

And you will be successful with all your might.
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MOTHER, DEAR MOTHER

Dhiraj Tanwar
8 C

Mother, Oh Mother! You are here,

Thank you for being so dear.

Thank you for giving me birth,

And bringing me to this beautiful earth.

You always gave me what I needed,

But now you tell me what I need.

You have looked after me for a long time,

Now its my turn to look after you.

You took my pains and fulfilled my dreams,

Now see all your dreams come true as I fulfil them.

You have worked a lot for me,

But now you rest and let me work for you.

Mother, by always being there

You have taught me to love and care.
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BOOKMARK THIS!

Ms. Pallavi Sridhar 
Librarian

Harold ( Harold and the Purple Crayon)
A little boy with a crayon and a super wild imagination falls into many adventures and keeps getting out of jams 
by making use of his trusted purple crayon.  

Stuart Little
A tiny mouse, adopted by a human family, tries to adjust to his new environment, a surly older brother and of 
course, Snowbell, the family's pet cat. Stuart has many adventures and delicious escapades during the course of 
the books.

Hi there! 

This month, the focus is on-wait for it----KIDS! Yes, our chubby, bubbly little tykes who traipse into the library and own it with 
their sunny laughter and sparkling one liners. Since Children's Day just passed us by, what better than to look at some of the 
most popular literary characters that children just love to read about. Dive in!

Splat the Cat
Who says mice and cats have to be enemies? Read the book to see just how much fun the two species can have 
as friends.

Captain Underpants
A couple of fourth graders create a comic book character, Captain Underpants, which comes alive accidentally 
when they hypnotize their school principal. Ridiculous at times, funny in parts, this character has found a lot of 
love and acceptance from kids all over the world.

The Wimpy Kid (The Diary of a Wimpy Kid) 
The wimpy kid is Greg Heffley, a timid little third grader who is struggling to fit in at school and be popular like his 
peers. The books are written in the a diary-like style, and what makes them so endearing is that they've been 
written in a simple, child like style with crude drawings and bad spelling, like any eight year old in real life writes.



This is a positive sign! Talking to a child is encouraging – lifts 
child morals and reduces worries. Moreover, coming 
prepared for the meeting also lays the groundwork for a 
desirable relationship that will benefit the best interest of the 
child. 

Having said this - the truth still remains - PTM comes in 
combo packs! The meetings might have gone as expected or 
might have given an alarming bell. Tempers may flare when 
grades do not seem to coincide or has had discipline 
problems.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
However, it is equally important to handle the situation post 
meeting. The issue is critical and needs to be dealt wisely. 
Children look for support and appreciation and discussing the 
meeting with the child afterward, needs a right balance 
between good and unpleasant comments. 

Hence, stressing on the good things and being direct about 
problems identified would exhibit more appropriate behavior 
and improve academic performance. Such an approach might 
take away a lot of pressure from the student and would 
establish a happy relation with their parents and teachers.
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RESEARCH REVEALS

Ms. Aarzoo Daswani
Research Coordinator

Childs' Perspective – Oh no it's Parent-Teacher Meeting 
Time!

“Be more focused, attentive and less talkative in class”            
“Now if you do any mistake than I will not give you iPad”          
“Listen to teacher's advice, work harder and don't repeat the 
mistakes”
-Such comments are often echoed in Parent Teacher Meeting 
(PTM). 

PTM is important day in students' life. For some parents it's 
the first attempt to formally meet the teachers and have an 
open dialogue on child's academic performance, interests 
and progress. As this time approaches, it is not unusual for a 
child to have sound sleep before the Big Day. Thus, 
considering the significance of this meeting, a research was 
conducted to understand students' mindset for this day and 
find solutions to their concerns. Students between the age 
group of 12-16 were approached.

The result suggests that 82% of the children face pressure 
and anxiety before the meeting day. Thinking about what will 
happen tomorrow makes them uneasy and uncomfortable. 

This leaves us to think - are these feelings impulse and 
temporary or aren't they associated with every single PTM? 
The answer can be found and such feelings can fade - only if 
things are reviewed Pre and Post meeting.  

The analysis shows that 63% of the parents reported to attend 
the meet for the very first time.

Students keep wondering that when parents come in, 
anything can happen, especially when a child has not 
performed academically, or have behavior difficulties. Now 
this timing is crucial! To make the parent-teacher meeting 
child friendly, it is important for teachers and parents to work 
together and demonstra te f requent and open 
communication. When families are positively engaged in their 
child's learning, the child stands to benefit the most – 
emotionally and rationally.

In addition, 67% of the parents made a point to talk with the 
child before attending the meeting – academic or otherwise. 

Afraid

Scared

Eager

Happy NervousNormal Pressure
Relaxed

Sad

Excited

Fear

Anxiety Curious

WorriedTensed

Good Comments
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Improve Little Marks
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FUN ZONE

Participate and win prizes!
Solve the puzzle according to your age group. Where it is not possible to send the solution by mail, take a picture and send it to -
newsletter@udgamschool.com

This crossword puzzle is for onlyPre-Primary section 

This crossword puzzle is for  onlyClasses 1 and 2

Make as many three letter words as you can from the word search puzzle below. Write down the words and send your answers by mail 
to newsletter@udgamschool.com
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Start

Can you find your way to the sand box?
Can you find your way to the candy?
Can you find your way to the swings?



LAUGH OUT LOUD

1. A Kindergarten teacher was observing her classroom of children while they were drawing. 
    She would occasionally walk around to see each child's work.
    As she got to one little girl who was working diligently, she asked what the drawing was.
    The girl replied, "I'm drawing God."
    The teacher paused and said, "But no one knows what God looks like."

    Without missing a beat, or looking up from her drawing, the girl replied, "They will in a minute."

2. A man goes to the doctor and says, "Doctor, wherever I touch, it hurts."
    The doctor asks, "What do you mean?"
    The man says, "When I touch my shoulder, it really hurts. If I touch my knee - OUCH! When I touch my forehead, it really, really hurts." 
    The doctor says, "I know what's wrong with you - you've broken your finger!
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This crossword puzzle is for  onlyClass 6 to 12

Each letter below stands for another letter. Below 
each letter you can type in the letter that you think 
the letter stands for. When you have typed in the 
correct letters, you can then read what the 
cryptogram says. Send in the sentence that you have 
put together to newsletter@udgamschool.com

This crossword puzzle is for  onlyClass 3 to 5

Can you find in the picture the object listed on the right?

lamp

fish

chair

carrot

pencil

pizzabook

clothes
hanger

sock

boot

paintbrush

ice cream
cone

watermelon
slice

pear

bell

Bus riding cuts down on raod congestion and energy consumption. 
This hidden object puzzle shows environmentally friendly commuters boarding the bus.
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Ingredients:

Ÿ·1½ c. unsalted roasted peanuts

Ÿ·1 tbsp. peanut oil 

Utensils:

Ÿ·food processor (you'll need 
help from your mother or father)

Ÿ·bowl

Ÿ·mixing spoon

Ÿ·storage container

Ÿ·measuring cups and spoons

HOMEMADE PEANUT BUTTER

Most children love peanut butter and parents prefer it because of the goodness of peanuts. It is a healthier alternative to 
normal butter or cheese. Stores sell peanut butter but since most brands are the imported ones, the cost is on the higher 
side. The best option is to make your own peanut butter and it is very simple!

How to make Peanut Butter:

For smooth peanut butter:

Ÿ Mix the peanuts with the peanut oil, and pour the mixture into the food processor.

Ÿ Process the mixture until it's very smooth.

Ÿ Store your smooth peanut butter in a sealed container in the fridge. It will be good  

   for 2 weeks.

For chunky peanut butter:

Ÿ Take about ¼ cup out of your 1½ cups of peanuts and set them aside.

Ÿ Mix the rest of the peanuts with the oil, and pour the mixture into the food 

   processor.

Ÿ Process the mixture until it's very smooth, then stir in the peanuts that you had set 

   aside.

Ÿ Process a few seconds more to create the chunks in your chunky peanut butter.

Failure is not in falling down but in staying down.
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Festivals are a time for exchanging gifts and wishes. It takes very less time to write a 'Thank You' note but the message lasts 
for a long time. 

Do you write personal 'Thank You' notes? Then begin now. Whenever you feel that somebody has helped you in any way, or 
given you gifts, big or small, take time to write back. Even a simple handwritten note has a lot of value.

Set a time for it
Make some time every week for writing these notes. It could be something the family does 
together, writing small individual notes. 

Gather your resources 
A correspondence kit is a fun motivator. Put one together with note cards, a great pen, 
postage stamps, stickers, a first address book and fancy stationary items. Kids can make their 
own cards with colours and cut-outs.
A little help for the smaller ones. A child who can't write yet, or one who is just learning, will feel more grateful if she doesn't 
have to agonize over sentences. A little help from parents would be great. 

Teach sincerity 
You want your kids to learn to be authentically gracious. Shiela Aunty's terrible woollen sweater which makes you look like a 
polar bear? Skip “Thank you for the beautiful sweater— I love it!” and talk your child through what is true. “Dear Aunt Shiela, 
It must have taken you so long to knit this. The wool feels really warm, and you remembered that my favourite colour is 
green! Thank you so much.”

Not all gifts can be seen
Not only for gifts write notes even for the little thoughts of kindness that made a world of difference.  

How did butterflies get in your stomach? Well, those really aren't butterflies in there. "Butterflies in the stomach" is a way 
of describing those nervous, fluttery feelings you might get before a test or an important game. An imaginative writer 
created the phrase to describe the feeling, and people have been using it ever since.

These tummy flutters are normal and happen to many people —  even grown-ups. Some people believe having a few 
butterflies might even help you perform better by keeping you on your toes. This funny-sounding expression indicates that 
someone just told a joke or isn't being serious! Someone who says something "tongue-in-cheek" is usually kidding.

It's believed that this saying was created by an English humourist in the 1800s. Most people have difficulty saying anything 
with their tongue in their cheek. But some people actually do stick their tongue against the inside of their cheek after 
saying a joke to show that they're only kidding.

If you pass a test by just a few points or win a contest by a tiny bit, people might say you did so "by the skin of your teeth." In 
other words, you just barely did it. The only problem with this expression is that your teeth don't have skin! But sometimes 
they have a film on them, especially first thing in the morning. If you feel that sticky film, it's time to brush your teeth! 
Keeping a stiff upper lip can be hard to do and that's why it became an expression. When someone gets upset, his or her lips 
might tremble. If you keep a stiff upper lip, you're trying not to show you are upset. This expression dates back to the 1800s, 
but it is still used today.

"Keep your chin up" has a similar meaning. When someone is sad or depressed, the person might drop his or her head, 
bringing the chin down toward the chest. A chin held high shows confidence and optimism. So the next time you get a lower 
grade than you expected, keep your chin up and try to do better next time!
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BEING THANKFUL IS NOT A THANKLESS JOB

What do these mean?
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Mrs. Sagarika Sahana
Content Manager

A child's sentiment towards his or her mother is probably the highest form of emotion eclipsed only by a mother's 
feelings for a child. Whether it's a leaf from Harry Potter where a mother's love saves her child or closer home 
where each and every day is resplendent with sacrifices made by a mother, the 'madonna' is all around us. Children 

are precious and they give the planet the much needed ingredient – laughter! It is through them that we learn to love, live and 
enjoy our lives to the fullest. It is true that through children God gave us Joy. And if we could see the world through their eyes, the 
world would definitely look more beautiful!

A child's perspective of the PTM, a research that is first of its kind, gives us an insight in to how fragile and innocent they are and 
the need to handle them with care and be sensitive to their needs. Also the need to instill the roots of responsibility should not be 
ignored as only then the wings of freedom can be justified. Comparing children is a definite 'no' complemented with the 
realization that each child is different. 

The views of Jesleen and Ujash are thought provoking and if each and every child could reflect on these lines, definitely we would 
have happier people around us. Reflections on a mother doing all the household work while others simply sit around or a son 
suddenly changing his attitude towards his mother and accusing her of 'not understanding' him are uncomfortable truths. We 
are making trips to Mars but back home, the strides are still too small. 

Children, one day you are going to conquer the world and make it an even better place but today do your bit too to make it a better 
place right now for those around you who love you unconditionally. Being tomorrow's nation will start with you being good 
citizens of the motherland today. Your baby steps now will determine the strides you make when you grow up. And remember 
the first step always begins at home… and the second leads you to school!

Udgam School For Children
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